An algorithm to estimate the importance of bacterial acquisition routes in hospital settings.
An algorithm is presented to calculate likelihoods of acquisition routes using only individual patient data concerning period of stay and microbiologic surveillance (without genotyping). The algorithm also produces estimates for the prevalence and the number of acquisitions by each route. The algorithm is applied to colonization data of third-generation cephalosporin-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) from September 2001 to May 2002 in two intensive care units (ICUs) (n = 277 and n = 180, respectively) of Utrecht, Kingdom of the Netherlands. Genotyping and epidemiologic linkage are used as the reference standard. Surveillance cultures were obtained on admission and twice weekly thereafter. All CREs were genotyped. According to the reference standard, the daily prevalence of CRE in ICU-1 and ICU-2 was 26.1% (standard deviation: 15.4) and 15.1% (standard deviation: 13.4), respectively, with five of 23 (21.7%) and six of 21 (28.6%) cases of acquired colonization being of exogenous origin, respectively. On the basis of the algorithm, the endogenous route was responsible for more acquisitions than the exogenous route (p = 0.003 and p < 0.001 for ICU-1 and ICU-2, respectively). The estimated number of acquisitions is 30 and 27, and the estimated prevalence is 27.6% and 17.6% for ICU-1 and ICU-2, respectively. By use of longitudinal colonization data only, the algorithm determines the relative importance of acquisition routes taking patient dependency into account.